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Chapter 1671 The Strongest Wiliam

Su Emei and the others were shocked.

This sound!

Wiliam is here!

Look up at the sky, there is no moon tonight.

And the time just came to twelve o’clock.

Su Emei’s mood is extremely complicated now.

She now knows that these sects are not here to help Wiliam take down the sword
and cover the sky together.

Then why come?
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Studying, admiring, looking at handsome guys?

It’s probably just an excuse.

After all, Wiliam is only one person.

If the person with the sword covering the sky scattered and escaped, Wiliam
would definitely not be able to take care of it all by himself.

So now everyone’s tacit understanding is here.

The people from the four sects surrounded the entire sect with Qijian Zhetian in
all directions.

The real purpose is to help Wiliam close the door and beat the dog!

These people…

Su Emei was both moved and amused.

“Wiliam!” Hu Yixiao stared at the dark place and shouted coldly.
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If it was Wiliam alone, he really wasn’t afraid.

I was afraid that these bastards would be fattening their promises, and if Wiliam
couldn’t beat him, he would end up helping.

You must keep an eye on it.

And everyone’s eyes were on the place where Wiliam’s voice came.

But before they saw Wiliam, everyone felt a heart-pounding aura emerge from
that place.

This breath is like a huge ancient beast, which stretches its sharp and
bloodthirsty minions to the strange sword to cover the sky, shrouding the people
who are covered by the strange sword.

Everyone outside the breath feels a kind of extreme depression, but what about
the disciples who are in it?

The people of Dugu Hongshi are the most sensitive to this kind of breath, Bai
Jianxing has a surprised look on his face, and muttered to himself: “Wiliam has
been in the strongest state since he came?”

Because Wiliam’s breath is still rising.

This is completely different from hiding and tucking away in the nine qualifying
matches.

with full force!

But is this really Wiliam’s full strength?

“Roar!” A beast roar came from the darkness.

Hearing the roar of the beast, Dugu Hongshi’s body trembled suddenly, and his
feet trembled involuntarily!

This is!

Kirin!

Wiliam not only burst out the breath of unicorn, is there anything more
terrifying?

Their eyes were fixed on the darkness.

There suddenly appeared a light like a firefly in that place.



These lights danced and jumped, slowly reflecting a figure.

Seeing this figure, the people at the scene couldn’t help but exclaimed!

this person!

Is that Wiliam?

Everyone fell into deep suspicion and shock!

The person in front of him is no longer a person!

A full three meters high!

Moreover, his body was covered with a layer of scales that looked extremely
tough and sharp, revealing only one face.

This face is Wiliam’s fault.

But this body…

Clearly a beast!

Wiliam what happened!

Around his body, that glowing red thing is his exclusive Long Live Demon Lotus!

Moreover, in the red light, people with good eyes also saw a faint light blue light,
and the looming blue color.

Qilin breath!

Transforming Profound Strength!

The body of the unicorn!
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Long live the demon lotus!

Wiliam seems to have taken out all the bottoms of the press box in an instant!

Su Emei’s mouth felt dry.

This……



It seems that Wiliam is determined to uproot the strange sword that covers the
sky tonight!

In a few moments, he took out his most powerful state.

And Hu Yixiao couldn’t help swallowing a mouthful of saliva when he looked at
Wiliam, who had all kinds of strange colors on his face at the moment.

this kid…

In the nine qualifying competitions before, he was not the strongest!
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Now he is twice as strong as before!

Of course Hu Yixiao didn’t know that the current Wiliam was so powerful that he
didn’t even believe it.

He is going to step on the sword to cover the sky overnight, and he is definitely
not talking about it casually.

But he will never be blindly arrogant, thinking that he can handle a sect person
with his current strength.

So Wiliam took advantage.

But it’s not external power.

It is the power of the sky blue unicorn.

When he came, Wiliam had already communicated with Tianqing Qilin.

Although there is only a wisp of remnant soul left in the sky blue unicorn, after
this period of time, Wiliam’s blood has been warmed up, and he has saved a bit of
strength.

Tianqing Qilin is willing to lend this power to Wiliam.

Therefore, Wiliam’s current unicorn body is many times stronger than before.

At least an ordinary Innate Secret Realm martial artist would be hard-pressed to
even leave a scar on him.

And, it doesn’t stop there!

Wiliam’s three-meter-tall unicorn body took a step forward.

The darkness seemed to be left behind him.
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Red light, blue light, and green light illuminated Wiliam like a god.

The breath on his body suddenly rose again!

“Om!” The whole world seems to be shaking because of this!

A colorful glow rose into the sky, directly illuminating the sect with the sword
covering the sky into daylight!

The people at the scene actually took a step back!

Xu Tongyin’s eyes were sharp as he shouted in disbelief, “Breakthrough! It’s a
breakthrough!”

In his heart, five flavors are mixed!

Now the situation on Wiliam’s body has clearly broken through to a new realm!

Before, Wiliam had been stuck in the half-step innate peak realm, but he was still
able to slaughter the powerhouses in the innate secret realm.

NowWiliam has broken through to the Innate Secret Realm again!

Moreover, it happened to be at the moment when Wiliam wanted to slaughter his
strange sword to cover the sky and the door!

Is this timing a coincidence?

Xu Tongyin couldn’t believe such a coincidence at all!

is intentional!

good guy!

Wiliam had been suppressing the realm before!

That’s why he can reach the level where he wants to break through!

Thinking about it, Xu Tongyin thought that she was evenly matched with Wiliam
in the nine qualifying competitions, but in the end it was only slightly inferior.

Now it looks so ridiculous.

It’s just that Wiliam has the heart to fulfill Xu Tongyin and fulfill the entire Nine
Heavens of Remnant Sword!

According to Wiliam’s current strength, it is possible to hang Xu Tongyin in
minutes.



For a while, Xu Tongyin felt a sense of helplessness and powerlessness in Wiliam.

Is this guy a human?

Stepping into the innate secret realm one step at a time, coupled with the power
lent to him by the azure unicorn, Wiliam’s body at this moment is full of explosive
power.

He walked step by step.

And the person with the sword that covers the sky has fear written all over his
face at this moment!

Wiliam took a step forward, and they took a step back.

Even in front of Wiliam, none of them remembered a method called resistance!

After a while, the person with the sword covering the sky has no way to retreat!

And Wiliam finally stopped.

The long-lived demon lotus in front of him screamed loudly!

As if waiting for Wiliam’s order, he will kill all these people in front of him!

Wiliam looked up at the sky and spread his hands.

A black cloth appeared in his hand.

Everyone at the scene looked at Wiliam in surprise, wondering what he was going
to do?

AndWiliam slowly covered his eyes with a black cloth.

In the next second, his body had already rushed out like aurora lightning.

“Time is up……”
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